NOTES:
1. DO NOT ADD LUBRICATION TO AIR SYSTEM.
2. ALL CONNECTIONS MUST BE LEAK PROOF.
3. AVOID BENDS IN AIR LINES.
4. AIR LINE FITTINGS AND LINES TO BE FURNISHED BY INSTALLER. 3/8" O.D. POLYURETHANE TUBING RECOMMENDED.
5. APPLICATION — ALL TRAILERS USING INTRAX® AAL KIT NOT COMPATIBLE WITH AADT AND AADT SUSPENSION MODELS.

FUNCTION:
AUTOMATIC HEIGHT CONTROL

OPERATION:
VALUE ARM HORIZONTAL
FRAME IS AT PRESET HEIGHT
NO AIR FLOW OCCURRING.

VALUE ARM DOWN
FRAME IS HIGH. AIR SPRINGS ARE EXPANDED UNTIL ARM IS HORIZONTAL.

VALUE ARM UP
FRAME IS LOW. AIR SPRINGS ARE INFLATED UNTIL ARM IS HORIZONTAL.